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ABSTRACT 

Compensation to employees should be given substance with various elements of compensation structure because 

effective compensation practice is considered to be one of the key pillars to competitive and healthy business. 

Compensation practices designed in a way to attract potential employees, retaining existing support and continuing to 

raise productivity throughout lifespan of business can astound the expansion and trace of any company. 

 

 

INTRODUCTION 

When it comes to compensation practices most employers have an imminent stipulation regarding “What/Why do I 

have to pay for?” Fortunately this is not as simple to respond, but I might be reframed as “What do I want my 

compensation package to say” 

Every compensation package carries a message no matter what kind of practices were adopted by Employers but it 

should have all ears so as to convey the communication productively to employees. 

Compensation being the foremost of all which each and every potential employee considers for employment can be 

linked to various elements of organization such as business structure, employee recruitment, retention, motivation, 

performance, feedback and satisfaction, employee gratitude and so on. 

COMPENSATION PACKAGE – KNACK 

Employees whack most of the time with a assertion “Earning per hour” whenever they think about compensation , 

but however successful compensation package are more likely to have a total reward system which includes 

monetary, non monetary , direct and as well as indirect elements which all supports it to be a good compensation 

program. 

Employees naturally seek for their recognition from the employers, but as a “morale killer”   many employees get no 

recognition, even though building recognition being of no cost to employer.  

CREATIVE COMPENSATION PRACTICE –INTENTION 

Compensation being key pillar for every organization success, some elements of compensation practice mentioned 

below shall be considered effective building of compensation. 

Possessing local cost of living – Basically employers prefer to chop down their disbursement so that they can exploit 

higher returns, they perform this by researching the lowest pay scale for a particular designation irrespective of the 

location which they would like to implement for their employees. 

Offering flex time - Introducing the employee friendly policy such as permitting 10hours/ four day work weeks, free 

to choose timings in order to meet the deadline and so on so as to keep employees retained so that they don’t feel 

embarrassed to work under the employer. 

Recognition -   Employee recognition being a prop of any compensation practice shall be carried out with monthly 

and annual awards programs so that employee feel themselves as a part of organization. 
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Building philosophy - It should be based on organization stage, projected growth, competitive benchmarking, and 

further, should also support the culture and community to be build in the organization. 

Compensation plans determines organization stage - It is important to make a note that compensation plans and 

philosophy are changing as organization grows and evolves. For instance, a compensation plan for a start-up 

company will seem extremely simple if compared to that of a well-established organization.  

However, it is important to consider that the compensation decisions made in the early stages of organizational 

lifecycle can have stretched impacts on organizations future. 

Collaboration and Transparency - Formerly, if a compensation plan which matches organization philosophy has 

been bought for support into executive levels, its then time to get employee accede, and this is done entirely through 

transparency. Employees must have a clear understanding of not only the philosophy which drives compensation 

strategy, but also how that philosophy affects the decision making, including bonus structures, promotions, stock 

ownership, and so on.  

Different Reasons of employees to be in organization – Based upon the organization life cycle the type of 

employees the organization holds can be visualized. It’s obvious that risk takers regularly join start ups for the 

promise of something achieving bigger. Conversely, employees who need defined structure, policy and clear chain of 

command more frequently prefer established organizations. 

From this it’s evident that as organization grows and evolves, it becomes important to focus on compensation 

strategies on the total rewards to be provided for employees, and how it incentivize and affect their behavior.  

Organizations instead of focusing compensation practices as an expense for themselves can develop in structuring 

compensation practices as 

Choose the form of the reward program according to your current business challenges. Instead of linking reward 

programs to an employee’s performance, reward programs shall be linked to business outcomes that are connected to 

the strategic objectives. 

Consideration shall be made in the shift from rewarding individuals to rewarding the whole in organization. 

Instead giving rewards in the form of cash, and motivate purchases on stock which works better finding talents that 

are happy to work for a fair salary can be implemented. 

                                 

                                                    

The above chart shows that what Top Performers do differently – Based on 2016 Compensation Best Practices 

Report                                                                      
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CONCLUSION: 

Compensation being a key pillar, to build and implement a remuneration structure can be difficult seeing that it 

requires gratifying the needs and changing requirements of associate workforce due to economical rise, communal 

change and so on, periodical monitoring and analysis. Employees subsistence considered as assert for the 

organization shall be recruited on the basis that is believed to evident for on time, hard work and moreover who 

builds trust even with the most challenging task should be recognized, rewarded and promoted so that future of 

organization could depend on it. With allusion to Carrot and Stick approach, and bonding compensation to the 

approach, to be more graceful for employer compensation should have all convenience by the employee but not at so 

ease, consider the quote  

“Carrot should be too good, but won’t let them get too comfortable”. 
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